
THE FEELING OF HOME 
 

On September, 2 a photo exhibition   «The Feeling of Home» opens in «Avent Inn hotel» (entry 

in the archway of 2/87, Goncharnaya Str, St. Petersburg) 

The exposition features works of eleven Russian photographers сurated by Ekaterina Vasilyeva, 

an independent Russian documentary photographer. The collective exhibition «The Feeling Of 

Home» is the result of Ekaterina’s 3-month course of the same name.  

 

     Each author focuses on his own feeling of home, interprets and develops the theme in his 

own manner. Every photographer has embedded his visual statement within an unusual space - 

a cosy hotel on the Nevsky Avenue, not so long ago converted from several communal 

apartments. The location for the exhibition has not been chosen randomly, it pursues a certain 

purpose: the atmosphere of that small hotel refers directly to the declared theme - The Feeling 

Of Home. Both the multilevel space and the labyrinth of corridors and staircases allow each 

author not only to make an independent statement but also to personally meet the viewer 

within the framework of that collective project. 
_____________ 

Tatyana Kolbatova in her work  «Exit in»turns to photography and installation to show a fantastic world 

of the Petrogradsky district where she lives. She treats this space as a tesseract, a four-dimensional 

analogue of the cube (hypercube). For Tatyana Petrogradka's courtyards form an endless labyrinth in 

motion. It has an entrance, but doesn't have a way out into the three-dimensional space that is 

accessible to us. Local well yards become a metaphor of space expanding and living by its own physical 

laws. 

 

     Natalia Gordeeva invites the viewers to join her in a «Sanctuary». Concerned by increasing global 

problems and exhausted by existential questions, the photographer seeks the ways of self-

determination and, thus, develops the concept of home based on deeply intimate premonitions. Her 

Home is a mysterious imaginary place, a kind of metaphysical shelter where one can hide to survive the 

impending Apocalypse.  

 

      Maria Kokunova's project «Voidness» is a visual expression of her experience of pregnancy and 

motherhood. The Feeling Of Home for Maria is connected with the interpretation of her new role as a 

mother through the perception of the changing reality. The photos were taken in a small village in the 

suburbs of St. Petersburg where she lives with her family. With the help of a complex nonlinear series 

which includes meditative landscapes, unexpected associative objects and Polaroid images, Maria 

creates an emotional reflexive utterance full of visual metaphors. 

 

     Maria Klochkovamakes an attempt to visually and sensuously combine the images of two places 

precious to her - Russia and Norway. The landscapes are united in her imagination, they are «Stitched 

with white threads»and merge into a single, indivisible space she calls home.  

 

Elena Batova in her work «The Lost Kingdom» develops the theme of home through self-comprehension 

in the familiar space. Elena lives in Kalininsky district of St. Petersburg (also known as Grazhdanka). It 

became her permanent residence 10 years ago when finally all her mental and spatial wanderings had 

been left behind. For the first time in her life the author is trying to set up an individual contact with the 

landscape by exploring the area. She wants to make a closer connection to it, to become a part of the 

Grazhdanka’s chronicle and to find her lost kingdom. 

 

Natalya Yakovleva with her «Substratum» literally «keeps her eyes on the ground». She explores the life 

of a complex unified system called reality. Natalya is mesmerized by how various elements of space 



move and intertwine. She is captured by their visible and invisible eternal transformation, destruction 

and resurgence. The series of abstract works is deeply connected with the feeling of home - photos 

were taken in the park in her neighbourhood.  

 

Ira Sokolova's «Ashes» is a personal story of a relationship with the place, the St. Petersburg Victory 

Park. For Ira, it is both connected with the feeling of home and history of her family. In the time of The 

Great Patriotic War, during The Siege of Leningrad, a threat of an epidemic increased and crematorium 

was built, where Ira’s grandmother was burnt. Nowadays it is a popular leisure park. Оnly a few 

monuments to the defenders of the city remind us about the events of that War. But even on a clear 

sunny day Ira recalls her personal tragedy and loss here. Through visual metaphors, dramatic landscapes 

and symbols Ira conveys an atmosphere of fear and pain. In her photographs the Victory Park which is 

familiar to us becomes unrecognizable. Together with her we plunge into the dark emotional depths of 

her memory. 

 

Natalia Dubovik interprets her feeling of home through a romantic illustration of her own fictional 

«Russian idyll» It is a dream, an apparition in which Natalia envisions a cozy house and makes a 

reconstruction of her perfect sun-drenched world of a long gone Russian manor. 

 

     The author of «Anchors»Yulia Artemyeva reflects on what the feeling of home is for her characters 

through the portrait in the interior. Yulia is studying people who love to spend their time lying down, 

who for various reasons hide in their beds much like the anchored boats hidden in a quiet harbour.  

 

     Through the symbolic interpretation of the feeling of home Alona Darna embodies her own 

emotional experiences that coincided with the repairs of her house and her work place. She shows the 

process of her inner restructurization in a figurative form. For Alona the act of taking photographs is 

closely connected with the internal efforts of self-improvement. «Repair» becomes a consistent 

personal search of a way out of a deadlock. 

 

Dmitry Polikarpov approached the theme in a form of detective story titled as «Covering up the tracks» 

staged in a park near his house. Dmitry is drawn to that place by the atmosphere of secrecy: the 

description of space and maps do not coincide, it is more like an entrance into an alternative reality. 

Once upon a time something very important happened here. Search for traces becomes the beginning 

of a route. As a hunter he follows the steps restoring the events necessary to understand something 

important. Missing elements should become a clue, a key, a hint to a possible meaning. 

____________ 

Visually different eleven projects are nevertheless united by the common theme. Put together, 

all their subjective interpretations create a labyrinth of associations, an intricate weave of 

emotions, experiences and fantasies. 

All works are available for sale. 

 

The exhibition will be open at «Avent Inn» hotel until January 2, 2018 every day from noon to 8 

p.m. 

 

Avent Inn hotel is located on the Nevsky Avenue (entrance in the archway of 2/87 in 

Goncharnaya Street) 

 

 


